With Resurgence in COVID Cases, Being Proactive Can Speed Up ‘Return to
Normal’
Though America may appear to have gotten ‘back to normal’, COVID cases are showing a
resurgence and precautions must still be taken. To that effect, USA Tech Direct CEO David Lee
Jensen explains how it’s time to take a proactive approach towards safety by implementing air
purifying technology into enclosed spaces at home and in public places.
CLEARWATER, Fla. (PRWEB) May 03, 2022 -- America may have turned the corner when it comes to the
coronavirus pandemic, but that does not mean the nation can let its guard down. According to published reports,
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases announced Wednesday that the United States is out of
the pandemic phase.(1) That may be good news, but it certainly does not mean that COVID-19 has been
eradicated—not by a long shot. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as of April 27,
daily new cases increased 25.2% when compared to the previous week; 53,133 new cases were reported.(2)
“Since the beginning of the pandemic we have been playing defense; our actions have been reactive, not
proactive. But the tide is turning and to ensure the continued safety of our nation, we need to change tactics and
get ahead of the virus, among other threats” saysDavid Lee Jensen, CEO of USA Tech Direct.
There are many ways to do this, but the common denominator has to include evaluating what has happened
over the last two years, concentrate on what has worked and develop a plan of action, based on actual results, to
countermand the lessons this terrible virus has taught our nation and the world. For one, there have been
magnificent advances in technology and medicine as a result of COVID-19. Regardless of the situation being
called a pandemic, endemic or an outbreak, America must still be wary of contagions, especially airborne
particles.
Now, adds Jensen, “we utilize these advances to attack the virus ─ for example, the use of UV lights and air
purifiers. We distribute air purifiers that don’t add chemicals or odors to mask unclean air but instead can be
99.9%-plus effective against ultra-fine particles, which could include allergens, pollutants, mold spores,
bacteria and viruses amongst other invisible elements. These can protect your home, classrooms, hotels, gyms,
anywhere you are in an enclosed space.”
“Right now, you could go to a movie theater or a restaurant and in the back of your mind, you might still be
worried about others being sick. But imagine how safe you’d feel if you walked into a venue that has a state-ofthe-art air purifier,” Jensen says.
This strategy to help proactively led Jensen’s distribution company, USA Rapid Test, to expand its line from
COVID tests to protection against further infection from COVID-19 and other viruses—with a new line of
defense: a revolutionary new technology in air purification, the Atmofizer. In addition, they changed the
company name to USA Tech Direct to reflect this and to emphasize its goal: To help America return to work,
play, school, travel, and events, safely.
“At some point, testing will dissipate, but we still have to be able to ensure our loved ones, our employees, our
tourists…well, basically, everyone is safe from COVID-19 and other pollutants as well,” Jensen says.
As USA Rapid Test, the company was a pandemic startup, but with the new name, purpose, and expansion,
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they have become a multi-million-dollar enterprise, says Jensen. “We are disrupting the industry by distributing
new high-tech products and making them available to the everyday homeowner and businessowner, bringing
awareness and helping them expedite their own ‘return to normal’, safely. Awareness and confidence are key
proactive factors in keeping America safe.”
The name-change and expansion of their line, says Jensen, is akin to when electric cars started to compete with
fossil-fuel vehicles. “It revolutionized the way people thought of cars and it addressed the worrisome issue of
pollution. We are doing the same with access to high-tech prevention products to keep you safe. We couldn’t be
prouder of adding products like the Atmofizer air purifier to our line.”
About the company:
USA Tech Direct, based out of Clearwater, FL, is a dedicated team of professionals focused on providing new,
high-tech products that help Americans work and play in a safe environment. They are not your typical
distribution company as they hand-pick and believe in every product while ensuring the customer experience is
unparalleled. Formerly USA Rapid Test, they’ve expanded to help with preventative products. For more, visit
USATechDirect.com
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